SWEDEN’S BIGGEST JAZZ TRIO (7 people)

Swedish jazz phenomenon MUSICMUSICMUSIC’s
new album OVERSIZED in stores March 20.
An enlarged trio, dressed to the teeth and
put in a gold frame. Brothers Fabian and Josef
Kallerdahl and drummer Michael Edlund have
played together since the beginning of the century. Over the years they have been called ”the
garage band of Swedish jazz”, ”a small package
of rhythmic excellence”, ”a trio with a refreshing lack of respect for their genre” and simply
”super trio”. Now, on their ninth album it’s still a
trio we are hearing, but this time in the enhanced luxury version with arrangements for viola
da gamba, violin, bass clarinet and flute.
Oversized. The new record contains a suite
of four longer pieces, newly written music by
Fabian Kallerdahl. The themes and aideas have
been experimented and played around with
during a two-year period with the trio, both
at concerts at home in Sweden and on tours
around the world. When it was time to record
the music with full band, MMM took the opportunity to give a few old hits from the repertoire
new clothes in this luxurious setting. The result
is an LP in which MMM’s classic dense and
seamless groove is intact and where the woodwinds and strings have become an integrated
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part of the trio, rather than overdubs.
On the album, the bass clarinet and flute is
played by Nils Berg and the viola da gamban
and violin by Samuel Runsteen.
Oversized will be released on LP, CD and digitally worldwide on March 20th. On April 15.
MUSICMUSICMUSIC has:
- played at festivals in Europe, USA, Canada,
Latin America and China.
- played at high-end clubs and concert halls
in New York, Paris, Shanghai, Tokyo, Bangkok,
Reykyavik and Johannesburg.
- played at jazz joints in Germany, Georgia,
Azerbaijan, South Africa, Taiwan and in many
more countries.
- released 9 albums as a trio, very soon.
- started an independent jazz record label with
80 released albums since 2004.
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